Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is widely used to reveal structural and functional changes leading to genetic differences among species, and to reconstruct evolutionary histories of related genes, proteins and genomes. Traditionally, proteins and their coding sequences (CDSs) are aligned and analyzed separately, but often drastically different conclusions were drawn on a same set of data. Here we present a new alignment strategy, Codon and Amino Acid Unified Sequence Alignment (CAUSA) 2.0, which aligns proteins and their coding sequences simultaneously. CAUSA 2.0 optimizes the alignment of CDSs at both codon and amino acid level efficiently. Theoretical analysis showed that CAUSA 2.0 enhances the entropy information content of MSA. Empirical data analysis demonstrated that CAUSA 2.0 is more accurate and consistent than nucleotide, protein or codon level alignments. CAUSA 2.0 locates in-frame indels more accurately, makes the alignment of coding sequences biologically more significant, and reveals several novel mutation mechanisms that relate to some genetic diseases. CAUSA 2.0 is available in website www.DNAPlusPro.com . PeerJ PrePrints | https://dx.doi.org/10.7287/peerj.preprints.1214v1 | CC-BY 4.0 Open Access | recPrePrints 16 Introduction 17
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[1] =-∑ 4 = 1 2 ( ) 284 [2] =-∑ 20 = 1 2 ( ) 285 Given a triplet codon, let P k , P l , P m be the frequencies of the three bases, Max(S C ) = log 2( 1 64 ) = 6.0000 292 After the sequences were aligned, the entropy of the aligned sequences will change, as an 293 additional state (the gap-state) is introduced. Let S G be the increased IC comes from the gaps 294 inserted during the alignment process, we have: Where P i , P j , P k , P g is the frequencies of amino acids (A), bases (B), codons (C) and gaps 300 (G) in the aligned sequences, respectively. Given a set of random sequences, in theory the IC of 301 protein sequences is higher than that of DNA sequences, and that of coding sequences is even 302 higher. Therefore, a protein alignment would be better than the DNA alignment, and the 303 corresponding codon alignment could be even better.
In DNA, protein, codon or back translated protein alignments, there is only one gap-state 305 because codons are indivisible; however, there are many more gap-states in CAUSA 2.0, because 306 every base of a codon can be replaced by a gap. Given a triplet codon, let P k , P l , P m be the 307 frequencies of the three bases, and P g be the frequency of a base to be replaced by a gap. Then, 308 [8] 0 = (1 -) 3
309
[9] 1 = (1 -) 2
310
[10] 2 = 2 (1 -)
311
[11] 3 = 3 312 Where P 1 , P 2 , P 3 is the probability of a codon contains 1, 2 and 3 gaps, respectively. The 313 total probability of split codons (the codons contain at least one gaps) is, 314 [12] = 1 + 2 + 3 = (1 -+ 2 ) 315 The information content of a unified alignment is given by, 316 [13] = -∑ 4 = 1 ∑ 4 = 1 ∑ 4 = 1 2 ( ) 317 In an unified alignment: (1) If P g = 0, then P s = 0, S u = S Codon , there is no split codon, and 318 thus the information content of the unified alignment equals to that of a codon alignment; In 319 other words, codon alignment could be considered as a special case of the unified alignment, 328 computation. PRANK, however, is very time-consuming: even in moderate-sized datasets (20 ~ 329 50KB in total length), while other software finished aligning in a few minutes, it takes PRANK 330 several hours to align them. PRANK codon alignment is even more time-consuming, probably 331 due to its adopting of a large (61x61) scoring matrix. In contrast, using a small (24x24) scoring 332 matrix, CAUSA 2.0 is computationally very efficient. The computation time of CAUSA 2.0 is 333 similar to that of ClustalW. However, since CAUSA 2.0 outputs both protein and codon 334 alignment in a single run, it is considered more efficient than most of the other programs.
335 Discussion and conclusion 336 Multiple sequence alignment is widely useful in bioinformatics, molecular evolution, 337 genetics and genomics, such as reconstruction of phylogenetic history, structure and functional 338 analyses. Moreover, phylogenetic trees inferred from DNA, protein and codon alignments are 339 often inconsistent. It has been believed that the phylogenetic signal disappears more rapidly from 340 DNA sequences than from their encoded proteins, and therefore it has been preferable to align 341 protein and their CDSs at AA level 8 . However, some important information carried by CDSs, 342 including synonymous substitutions, codon splitting/fusion, siDel and ipFS, get lost when they 343 were translated into AAs, and makes the alignments and phylogenetic trees sometimes inaccurate. 344 CAUSA 2.0 performs a two level dynamic programming alignment algorithm at codon and AA 345 level. CAUSA 2.0 minimizes the total amount of mutations at both codon and AA level 346 efficiently, locates the in-frame indels precisely and better interprets their role in the molecular 347 evolution. In CAUSA 2.0, the boundary of every triplet codon is defined by their encoded amino 348 acid without forcing them into indivisible units. Thanks to the position constraint inherent in the 349 codon-aa 4-tuples, CAUSA 2.0 aligns codons while keeps the corresponding AAs staying in 350 frame without using post-alignment adjustments.
351
In the previous study 27 , we have evaluated CAUSA 1.0 for the phylogenetic analysis in 352 virus, bacteria and mammalian animals. However, we used the combined alignments directly for 353 the construction of the phylogenetic trees, and the trees were inferred based on p-distances as PrePrints 354 input to neighbor joining (NJ) method. It has been pointed out that there are several defects in 355 that study, mainly including: (1) Although CAUSA does improve the alignment of CDSs, there 356 is no model to support using combined alignment directly for the construction of phylogenetic 357 trees; (2) The phylogenetic trees were constructed using Neighbor Joining (NJ) method, but the 358 use of p-distances for phylogenetic analysis has been shown to be systematically biased, because 359 the p-distances are known to undercount the number of substitutions between a pair of sequences, 360 and perform particularly poorly for distantly related sequences; (3) CAUSA is compared only 361 with protein and DNA level alignments, but not with codon level alignments.
362
CAUSA 2.0 is an major update of the CAUSA algorithm, and the present study differs from 363 the previous one mainly in the following aspects: (1) Instead of using a combined alignment 364 directly for the construction of phylogenetic trees, the combined alignment was separated into a 365 protein alignment and a codon alignment, and used to construct the phylogenetic trees, therefore 366 any existing model can still apply in the subsequent evolutionary analysis; (2) The phylogenetic 367 trees were inferred using a Maximum Likelihood (ML) method in the MEGA software; (3) 368 CAUSA 2.0 was compared not only with protein and DNA alignments, but also with codon 369 alignments aligned by PRANK. (4) A mathematical model based on entropy information content 370 was developed, which explains why CAUSA 2.0 works better than DNA, protein and codon 371 level alignments; (5) Several newly discovered mutation mechanisms linked to certain kind of 372 genetic diseases were discussed; (6) It was showed that the computational efficiency of the 373 approach is higher than the other methods.
374
Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that CAUSA 2.0 gives more accurate alignment 375 for proteins and their CDSs, as well as more confident predictions in the phylogenetic and 376 evolutionary analysis. The main benefit of this method is the ability to detect in-frame, as well as 377 non in-frame indels, while keeping the respective amino acids aligned. CAUSA 2.0 is also 378 superior in computational efficiency when compared with the other approaches.
379
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Raga Agca Iata Ggga ----Lcta Ggga Agcc Matg Fttc Lctt Gggg Fttc Lttg Ggga Agca Agca Ggga Sagc Tacg Matg Gggc
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Raga Agca Agcc Fttc Gggt Lctg Ggga Agca Lctg Fttc Lctt Gggg Fttc Lctg Gggt Agca Agca Ggga Sagc Tact Matg Gggc
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Raga Gggt Vgtg Fttt Vgtg Lcta Ggg--------g Fttc Lcta Gggt Fttt Lctc Agca Taca Agca Gggt Stct Agcc Matg Gggc
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